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ABSTRACT
Two studies were conducted to examine people's implicit theories
of relationship by eliciting judgments of the likelihood of various
behaviors in 14 dyadic social relationships. Three aims were primary
in this exploratory study: (1) to determine what characteristics of
relationships are associated with certain patterns of behavioral inter-
action; (2) to see if clear dimensions of behavior would emerge from the
ratings; and (3) to find out if implicit theories differ between subgroups
of male and female raters, or between older and younger raters.
The 14 stimulus relationships varied according to (1) the degree
of contact between the partners (casual acquaintances, good friends,
close relationships, or married pairs); (2) the sex composition of the
pair (same-sex or opposite-sex); and (3) the actor's sex (male or
female). Age of the partners was held constant. Five categories of
positive and negative behaviors were selected to be rated: self -disclosure,
social contact, physical contact, other enhancement, and norm regulation.
Eighty senior citizens and 80 college students (half male and half female)
filled out one of two forms of our questionnaire. The young raters made
their judgments for relationships today, while the older raters made
their judgments for what relationships were like when they were in
their early twenties.
Major findings were as follows: (1) perceived interaction, both
positive and negative, increased across the degrees of contact, and
(2) the frequencies were higher for young than for old raters. (3)
Opposite-sex pairs were perceived more likely than same-sex pairs to engage
in certain interactions (e.g., physical contact) and female pairs were
perceived more likely than male pairs to have intimate interaction.
(4) Contrary to expectation, the younger raters showed more differ-
entiation between same-sex and opposite-sex pairs, primarily because
young raters perceived physical contact much more likely for heterosexual
pairs at all degrees of contact. (5) Female actors were seen more
likely than males to initiate social-emotional interactions; our proposition
that male actors would initiate more "task" activities was not supported.
(6) No differences were found between the implicit theories of male and
female raters.
Factor analyses of the behavior items revealed three main factors:
General activity, Intimacy, and Negativity. Other analyses showed
that the perceptions of young and old raters often differed significantly,
especially for expectations of physical contact, intimate self-disclosure,
and negative self-expression. Non-statistical analyses revealed that
most behaviors increase across the degrees of contact, while distancing
behaviors decrease in likelihood. Intimate behaviors have the sharpest
gradient of increase, while friendship or task activities are about
equally likely across the four levels of relatedness.
Limitations of the study are discussed and ideas for future research
explored. The findings are discussed in. terms of changing social norms
and the implications such changes might have for intimate relationships.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Our interpersonal relationships are often at the center of our
existence. He each become, in the course of our lives, the child, sibling,
spouse, parent, friend, coworker, client, or associate to various other
people. And each of these relationships is different. In some, we are
subordinate; in others, dominant. In some, our interaction is formal;
in others, informal. Some relationships center around the sharing of
feelings; others center around an activity.
Our relationships differ according to many features, but one crucial
difference is the way we interact with the other person. We expect to
do different things with a spouse than with a parent. Different things
with a friend than with an employer. What is it that determines the nature
of these interactions? Is it tradition? Is it some characteristic of
the role-relationship? Or is it the nature of the behavior itself? This
study examines these questions.
The same relationships that concern us today have preoccupied people
throughout history. Our grandparents, too, gauged their lives by the
nature of their associations, conducted their behavior according to their
particular relationship with another. Were their codes of conduct any
different than ours are today? Have relationships changed in the last
50 years?
Wallace Stegner believes they have changed. In his novel, Angle of
Repose (197i), he tells the story of three generations. Grandmother Ward
took her values seriously, living her life, and her relationships,
according to her era»s maps of tradition. Her marriage lasted over 60 years
2in spite of many misunderstandings and much pain. Grandson Lyman, a
58 year-old historian, admires Grandmother's values, yet his own relationship
has suffered because his wife left him when he suffered a crippling bone
disease. Young Shelly, Lyman's 19 year-old secretary, finds Grandmother's
values frankly absurd. Today it is more fashionable to "fly by the seat
of our moral pants" (p . 457), and not take conventions so seriously.
Shelly is reconsidering returning to the man she had been living with a
few months previously. Stegner's story highlights the changes in our
attitudes toward the function and role of our close relationships since
the century opened.
If relationships are changing, can we look back and learn anything
from the past? Which aspects are changing and which remain constant?
If we could understand the relationships our grandparents had, maybe we
could understand our own. Then we could better evaluate our loss or our
gain—or at least understand the changes and the constants—and perhaps
help shape the relationships of the future.
Aims of This Study
A meaningful way to characterize relationships is according to the
nature of the typical behavioral interaction that occurs between the partners
I wanted to do an explorative study of interaction in several kinds of
social relationships to see what aspects of relationship are important in
determining what behavior patterns will -emerge. I had the following aims:
(1) I wanted to see if underlying dimensions of behavior could be found
that would describe interaction in any given relationship. (2) I wanted
to see how interaction differs for various kinds of social relationships.
(3) I planned to look for intergenerational differences in either the
underlying dimensions of behavior or in the patterns of interaction. I
3would do this by eliciting people's perceptions or "implicit theories"
of relationship (Wolfe, 1974).
Perceptions of Relationships
We intended to organize people's perceptions of relationships
according to their implicit theories about behavioral interaction.
Four other studies were pertinent to ours in the way they analyzed people's
perceptions of relationships.
(1) DeSoto and Kuethe (1950) elicited subjective probabilities for
abstract relations between pairs. This study bears significantly on the
one presented here because it demonstrates that subjects can and do make
inferences about relationships from very limited information. Respondents'
perceptions reflected findings from other research: high probabilities
were assigned to positive affective relationships; some qualities of
relationships were perceived as transitive, while others were not; and
relationships were perceived to be symmetrical (see DeSoto & Kuethe,
1958; Heider, 1958; Newcomb, 1953 for research related to these findings).
(2) Marwell and Hage (1970) used subjects' perceptions to organize
a typology of role-relationships. Respondents rated 100 role-relationships,
which were then classified according to the three dimensions that emerged
from factor analysis: intimacy, visibility , and regulation of the role-
relationship .
(3) Employing a different approach, Triandis and his colleagues
(Triandis, 1972; Triandis, Vasilliou & Nassiakou, 1968) examined cross-
cultural differences in role perception, behavioral intentions, and actual
behaviors in dyadic role-relationships. American and Greek subjects rated the
likelihood of occurrence of common behaviors for each relationship. Four
Culture-common factors emerged: affect, intimacy, dominance, and hostility.
(4) Wish, Deutsch, and Kaplan (1976) searched for fundamental
dimensions underlying subjects' perceptions of actual and typical relation-
ships. Their data revealed four dimensions underlying people's perceptions
of interpersonal behavior: (1) "cooperative and friendly vs. competitive
and hostile," (2) "equal vs. unequal," (3) "intense vs. superficial," and
(4) "socio-emotional and informal vs. task-oriented and formal."
The above studies show that it is possible to find out people's
underlying assumptions about relationships by organizing their responses
to questionnaires. However, in each of these studies, the selection of
role-relationships and rating scales was different, and it is not possible
to compare across studies. We attempted to improve upon the selection of
the relationships and behaviors.
Implicit Theories of Relationships
Implicit theories are naive or lay theories about what elements in
the environment are expected to co-occur. Implicit theories of personality,
for example, are inferences about what personality traits should co-occur
(see Schneider, 1973, for a review). The co-occurrence of a state and
an attitude is reflected in the consistent association found between
the concepts of "interpersonal similarity" and "liking" (cf., Byrne, l97l).
Implicit theories of relationships are people's conceptions about co-
occurring traits, attitudes, behaviors, or feelings of interpersonal
relations. They function to inform the holders of appropriate levels of
intimacy (Wolfe, 1974, p. 2l), what resources are likely to be exchanged
(Foa & Foa, 1974), and in general what people can appropriately do
together. Implicit theories about relational behavior will be examined
here.
1
These theories will reflect our expectancies regarding appropriate
behavior at different stages of intimacy.
Implicit theories are culturally learned and modified by experience;
therefore, they should be quite different for groups from widely different
backgrounds. In this study, we will compare the implicit theories of
two extreme age groups, 20 year olds and 70 year olds.
Interoenerational Differences in Relationships
Almost no empirical work has been done on intergenerational differences
in relational behavior or attitudes. One attempt to view intimate relation-
ships within the social context is a discussion by Gadlin (in press).
Gadlin 1 s perspective spans the last two centuries, linking the transformation
of relationships to rapid urbanization and industrial development and
discussing the changes these forces brought about in the marital relation.
In the early WOO's, two attitudes came to characterize intimate relations:
(1) personal fulfillment came to be accepted as a goal of relationships;
and, as part of this desire for self-fulfillment, (2) sexuality, repressed
in the period just prior to this time, began to emerge. Today we are
experiencing the results of this shift in relational attitudes: self-
fulfillment often opposes intimacy, and sexuality has been "liberated"
from emotion. Gadlin 1 s discussion highlights the notion that society
and social relations are intertwined.
One three-generational study (Hieger & Troll, 1973) did examine
attitudes concerning the importance of romantic love in mate selection.
1 I decided to examine people's implicit theories about behavior
(rather than traits or feelings the partners might have) because (1)
behaviors are more easily observed and therefore more objective than
either feelings or traits; and (2) the Levinger-Snoek (1972) scheme of
relationships from which this study is partially derived is more explicit
as to the kin^s of behaviors that differentiate levels of relatedness
than it is about either feelings or traits.
6All three groups (young-adult-old) attached considerable importance
to romantic love, with young people weighting it heavier than old people,
and females weighting it heavier than males. However, romantic love
was more important for young males than for young females.
A three-generational study by Ahammer and Baltes (1972) examined
values regarding Affiliation, Achievement, Autonomy, and Nurturance.
Their results indicated that both adolescents and older people value
Affiliation more than adults, and adults and old people value Achievement
more than adolescents. There were no differences in how groups valued
Autonomy or Nurturance,
The above studies are merely suggestive of the rich vein that lies
waiting to be tapped in intergenerational research. Truly, a cross-
history perspective on relationships would tell us much about what is
happening in relationships today.
Selection of Relationships and Behaviors
For the present study, representative samples of relationships and
of behaviors were chosen to elicit people's implicit theories of relational
interaction. Also chosen were items representing the partners' "feelings
of involvement." The rationale for the selection of these variables is
presented below.
Selection of Relationships
To better interpret and generalize from the results of this study,
the relationships were chosen by using a simple classification scheme
(Levinger, Lacey & Talaber, Note 1), Any dyadic association can be
categorized according to (1) the type of relationship (social-kin-business),
7(2) the sex of each partner (same vs. opposite), and (3) the age. of each
partner (same vs. different). (4) Contact (the degree to which the partners
know one another) and (5) type of resource exchange (the content of the
exchange that characterizes the relationship) also seem important
qualifiers of relationships.
In this study, only two of these dimensions are varied: the sex
of each partner and the degree of contact. All partners were described
as 22 years old, and all were social relations. 2
Four levels of contact between partners were chosen according to a
scheme derived by Levinger and Snoek (1972): (1) "casual acquaintances"
(which represents surface contact) and (2) "good friends," (3) "close
relationship," and (4) "married partners" (which represent increasing
degrees of mutuality).
Partners in each of the four .hypothetical relationships were either
same-sex or opposite-sex, and the actor was either male or female. The
14 relationships used in this study are described in Table 1.
Selection of Behaviors
There is no single theory of behavior in social psychology that could
be used to guide the behavior selection. Our behavior items were selected
from lists already in the literature, by eliciting them from respondents,
through introspection, and from evaluating raters 1 responses to the
items obtained in these ways. Behavior lists in the
In addition to trying to keep the questionnaire short, I excluded
business and kin relationships from the study because it was hard to find
a universal set of behaviors for rating them. Interaction in business
relationships is constrained by the nature of the task; it is therefore
more specific and less volitional than social behavior. Interaction in
kin relationships is often constrained by the partners' roles and ages.
8Table 1
Social Relationships
A- CASUAL ACpUA INTANCES (two people who feel friendly toward each other-the partners have many other relationships like this one)
l« Male-* Female*
2. Female-* Male
3. Male--?' Male
4. Female-*- Female
B. GOOD FRIENDS (two people who care about each other; each person has
several other relationships like this one)
5. Male-* Female
6. Female-* Male
7. Male-* Male
8. Female-* Female
C * CLOSE RELATIONSHIP (two people who care about each other very much;
they have no other relationship like this one)
9. Male-* Female
10. Female-* Male
11. Male-* Male
12. Female-*- Female
D. MARRIED PARTNERS (two people who care about each other very much;
the partners have no other relationship like this one; they have
decided to make their relationship permanent)
13
. Male-* Female
14. Female-* Male
Arrow indicates the direction of the action from one partner to another
Partners in all pairs are about 22 years old.
literature could not serve as the single source of items > because they were
either too abstract or the items did not adequately represent action char-
acterizing social relationships. Behaviors were elicited from 17 students
at Bucks County Community College (Pa.), who contrasted six typical
9and five personal relationships by supplying behaviors that occur in
either both or only one of the relationships being contrasted; and from
three adult respondents who described each of our 14 role-relationships
according to what the partners do together. Other items came to mind
as categories began to emerge. The list of behaviors for Study I mas
finally narrowed by evaluating student judges' ratings and submitting
each item to our own criteria.
Behaviors were included only if they are observable acts (as opposed
to unobservable intentions) and if they are voluntary actions (as opposed
to reactions). Each behavior was categorized according to its major
function: self
-disclosure, social contact, physical contact, other-
enhancement, and norm regulation. Within each of these categories,
behaviors were further divided according to whether its effect on the
target person was likely to be positive or negative. A positive act
maintains or deepens the relationship; a negative act weakens or disrupts.
Following Horney (1945), I further conceived of positive behaviors as
those by which the partner moves "with" or "toward" the other, and
negative behaviors as those by which the partner moves "against" or
"away from" the ofcher. The social or task orientation of the behavior
and the nature of the resource exchanged (Foa 4 Foa, 1974) were considered,
but not used as categories.
Feelings of Involvement
Subjective states are not directly observable, but people do make
assumptions about others' feelings. These assumptions, too, form part
of people's implicit theories of relationships. I decided to include
four items adapted from our recently developed Involvement Scale
(Levinger, Lacey & Talaber, Note 2), items which are similar to those
correlating highly wit h Rubin's (1973) love scale. Perceptions of these
feelings should differ for the casual and close relationships and for
the same-sex and opposite-sex pairs. These items are shown with the
behavior items in Table 2.
Propositions
The purpose of this study was to discover people's implicit theories
about interaction in relationships. Are there dimensions of behavior
that can characterize interaction? How much interaction is expected
for varying kinds of relationships? And do young and old people have
differing conceptions of relational behavior? To answer these questions,
20 year-olds and 70 year-olds were asked to rate the likelihood of some
typical behaviors for 14 different social relationships.
The study was explorative, but not entirely inductive. Because
of the systematic way the relationships and behaviors were chosen, certain
outcomes were proposed. These outcomes were proposed regarding either the
perceptions of the relationships or of the behaviors.
Propositions Reqardino the Relationships
Raters' perceptions of relationships were derived from the behavior
ratings. Relationships were varied according to degree of contact, the
pair's sex composition, and the actor's sex. Each of these variables
was expected to create a dimension, which could then be compared across
the rater's sex and age. The following propositions were stated.
1. Contact . As contact increases, interaction also increases.
Relationships range on a dimension of casualness-closeness, from casual
acquaintances through good friends and close relationships to marriage.
10
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Table 2
Behavior Items: Study I
work
Positive Items
SOCIAL CONTACT
Help 0 learn a hobby
Run an errand for 0
Work on a joint project
Ask for advice about one's
Loan 0 money (810 or more)
Spend a social evening alone togethe
Go for a walk together
Play a game with 0
SELF-DISCLOSURE
Tell 0 something new
Tell good things about oneself
Express one's innermost feelings
Tell about one's personal problems
Ask about O's personal problems
PHYSICAL CONTACT
Pat 0 on back
Hug 0
Hold hands
Make love (have intimate physical
OTHER ENHANCEMENT contact)
Cheer 0 up
Praise 0
Do something special to surprise 0
Express affection for 0
Give 0 an expensive gift (worth $10
or more)
NORM REGULATION
Drop by unannounced
Negative Items
Show reluctance to loan 0 money
Show reluctance to help 0 learn
skill
a new
Decline to talk about one's personal life
Lie to 0 about something important
Pull away from O's touch
Slap or hit 0
Express indifference toward O's work
Show reluctance to help 0 with a job
Belittle O's work
Bicker with 0
Nag 0
Sulk in O's presence
Belittle 0
Show impatience with 0
Express one's anger with 0
Contradict 0
Criticize O's personal habits
Express a dislike for 0
Express disagreement with 0
Compete with 0 for attention
Express indifference toward O's personal
life
Ignore 0 when with a third person
Use O's belnnoinos without permission
FEELINGS OF INVOLVEMENT
Feel responsible for O's welfare
Be equally affected by what happens to 0
Feel the relationship with 0 is very special
Feel it would be hard to get along without 0
12
Rat6r a
^
e
* distances between relationships on the contact
dimension differ between young and old respondents. Young people are
likely to perceive more interaction between all pairs, reflecting the
emerging norms of encounter and openness.
b. Rater sex
.
No differences between male and female respondents
were proposed. Pa,t work has shown much greater similarity between male
and female raters than between male and female actors
.
2. Sex composition. A second dimension separates same-sex and
opposite-sex pairs. Different behaviors are expected for same-sex and
opposite-sex relationships, or across male-male and female-female pairs.
±z—Rater age. Today's norms are usually assumed to be more
permissive and roles less rigid than they were 50 years ago. If so,
young raters will differentiate less than old raters between cross-sex
and same-sex pairs, or between male-male and female-female pairs.
Is—Actor sex. Male and female actors differ on a third dimension.
Female actors are more likely than male actors to be emotionally expressive;
male actors are more likely to initiate interaction dealing with the
material world ("task" activity).
No differences were proposed between young and old raters on the
actor-sex dimension.
Propositions Regarding the Behaviors
We were less sure if clear behavior dimensions would emerge. The
items had been chosen to fit certain categories, but we expected many
items to correlate across, as well as within, categories. Because our
primary interest was in understanding how the behaviors operated across
relation-
ships, the following propositions reflect our attempt to approach this
question in several ways.
1. Behavior dimensions
. Dimensions would emerge that represent
the categories used to select the items: positive and negative social-
contact, physical contact, other-enhancement, norm regulation, and feelings
of involvement. No rater age or sex differences in dimensions were
proposed, although we expected the two age groups to weight the dimensions
differently.
£i—Behavior categories. Ratings within particular clusters of
behavior reflect greater homogeneity than ratings across clusters.
For example, disclosure items will show a similar pattern across relation-
ships. No rater age or sex differences were proposed.
li—Amount of interaction. More interaction is expected as contact
increases. The means for all items except "distancing" items will vary
directly with relationship closeness; distancing will vary inversely.
Mean frequency of both positive and negative behaviors increases
as contact increases, but means will increase more for positive than
for negative behaviors.
a. Rater age
. Overall, young raters would expect more inter-
action than old raters, reflecting emerging norms of openness and encounter
For example, young raters would expect more self-disclosure and physical
contact than old raters.
Young raters would expect more negative behavior for all relationships
than old raters.
14
CHAPTER 2
METHOD
Two separate studies mere carried out. Both followed the same
procedure and design, but Study II used a shorter form of the question-
naire. More extensive analyses could be carried out in Study II.
Deslon
Both studies used two ages of raters, two sexes of raters, and-
within each rater-four levels of contact (casual acquaintances, good
friends, close relationships, and married pairs), two levels of sex
composition (eame-sex vs. opposite-sex), and two levels of sex of the
actor (male vs. female). Cnly opposite-sex pairs were considered for
the marital relationship. The first member in each pair was considered
the actor.
Raters; Study I
The young raters were 40 University of Massachusetts students,
half male and half female, who came to group sessions in response to
advertising posted in several classroom buildings. They were paid
SI. 50 to fill out the guestionnaire. The young raters ranged in age
from 18 to 25, with a mean age of 20.4.
The older sample consisted of 40 people from the Amherst area, half
male and half female, who were individually invited to serve as raters.
Pilot work showed that the average 70 year-old was not too interested
in our questionnaire; therefore, we looked for retired people who were
above average in education or intelligence. Most of the people who
participated were suggested to us by other raters as part of a "chain"
originating in a few key persons in their seventies who had agreed to
help with this research. This sample ranged in age from 54 to 81, with a
mean age of 69.6.
Raters: Study IT
The young raters were 40 University of Massachusetts students, half
male and half female, who came to group sessions in response to either an
announcement in an introductory sociology class or to advertising posted
in the psychology building. Thirty-four raters were paid 81.50 for
filling out the questionnaire; six raters received experimental credit
for psychology classes. They ranged in age from 18 to 27, with a mean
age of 19.9.
Older raters were 40 residents, half male and half female,
living in a retirement community near Philadelphia. One dollar
and fifty cents was paid to the community fund for each rater. They
ranged in age from 65 to 87, with a mean age of 75.7.
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire described the four levels of contact, the procedure
for judging each behavior's likelihood of occurrence, and the sex of
the actor and target (see Appendix A).
Young people were asked to make their ratings for 22 year-old pairs
today. The old people were asked to think back 50 years to when they were
in their early twenties, and to make their ratings for relationships
as they were then.
Behavior items: Study I . Thirty of the 50 items in Table 2 were
rated for each of the 14 relationships. Ten items were rated for all
relationships, while 20 were rated for the male actor relationships
and 20 others .ere rated for the female actor relationships, reversed for
one-half of the raters. The order in which the target relationships
appeared was random across raters. The rating scales are shown in
Appendix B.
Behavior items: Study TT. Thirty items were selected for Study II.
Nineteen of these items were taken directly from Study I; seven of the
earlier items were reworded; and four new items were written. These
items are shown according to their category in Table 3.
Analyses of Results
A variety of statistical procedures was employed to analyze the
data. They included analysis of variance, multidimensional scaling
techniques (INDSCAL and NDSCAL), factor analysis, and T-tests. In
addition, non-statistical clustering techniques were used.
16
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Table 3
Behavior Items: Study II
Positive Items
SOCIAL CONTACT
Help 0 learn a hobby
Offer to do an errand for 0*
Plan a joint project
Ask for advice about one's work
Loan 0 money ($10 or more)
Spend a social evening alone togethei
Go for a walk together
Play a game with 0
Plan an outing with 0
SELF-DISCLOSURE
Express one ! s innermost feelings
Confide one's personal problems
^
Ask about O's personal problems
PHYSICAL CONTACT
Pat 0 on back
Hug 01
Hold hands
Make love (have intimate physical
contact)
Stand close to 0 (within 1 foot) 2
OTHER-ENHANCEMENT
Praise 0
Do something special to surprise 0
Express affection for 0
Give 0 an expensive gift (worth 810
or more)
NORM REGULATION
Drop by unannounced
Give up friends 0 doesn't like
Negative Items
Avoid touching 0
Slap or hit 0
Criticize 0
Nag 0
Express irritation with 0*
Compete with 0
Use 0 f s belongings without permission
This item was rewritten from Study I.
This is a new item.
18
CHAPTER 3
PERCEPTIONS OF RELATIONSHIPS: TWO STUDIES
What characteristics of relationships determine behavioral interaction?
How does interaction differ across relationships? What dimensions of behavior
will emerge? And what are the perceptions of young compared to old people?
To answer these questions, we will begin by looking at some overall
analyses of variance for general patterns of ratings. Other analyses will
explore how the raters perceived the relationships and the behaviors they
were rating. In the following discussions, it much st remembered that these
findings apply only to these samples, and that they reflect perceptions
of interaction, not actual behavior frequencies.
Gettino, an Overall Perspective
Study I* An analysis of variance was computed for several items from
each study to provide a general picture of the ratings. In the first study,
only the ten items which were rated by all raters for each relationship
could be analyzed. A 2 x 2 between (Rater age x Rater sex) x 3 x 2 x 2
within (Contact level x Same-sex—Opposite-sex x Actor sex) analysis of
variance was computed for each of the ten items. These analyses are summar-
3ized in Table 4. The degree of contact between the partners affected the
ratings on nine of the ten items in Study I. Of these nine items, six were
positive and three were negative. For the positive items, perceived inter-
action became more likely as contact level increased. For the negative items
(express a dislike for 0, show reluctance to loan 0 money, and express
indifference toward O's work), the perceived interaction became less
1 Only those variables that were significant by a conservative test are
listed in the table.
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Table 4
Significant Values from Analyses of Variance for Studies I and II 1
Item
A
teter
Age
B
Contact
c
Sex
>f Bair
D
Ictor
Sex
I x 3 B x C C x D
STUDY I:
Cheer 0 ud
Contradict 0
UAr i o*3 o a uioxiKB I Ol vj
Show reluctance to loan 0 money
EyDrSSQ i nHl fforonro 4- _v 1 1 1 -n /~J r\i _uA^iooo J.MUXI I oionce towaru u s
work
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
STUDIES I and II:
2
Help 0 learn a hobby
.005
.001
.001 .001
Hold hands
.005
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.003
.001
.001
.001
.001
Express one's innermost feelings .001
,001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
. ,ooi
Ask about O's personal problems .001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
Run an errand for 0
Offer to do an errand for n
nn 1
.UU X
.001
nn i
• UUX nn 1• UU i
tPOJ,
STUDY Us
Express affection for 0
Do something special to surpriseO
Hug 0
Avoid touching 0
Express irritation withO
Criticize 0
Confide one f s personal problems
.001
.002
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.003
.001
.001
.001
.005
.001
.001
.001
.002
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001 .001
.001
.001
The Bonfonerri t^ value was used to determine conservative significance
levels. Between variables were considered significant if p / .005; Within
variables were considered significant if p £ .002.
2
"~
The first number in each column is the probability level for Study I;
the second number is the probability level for Study II.
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likely. These three items represented "distancing" or moving away from
the partner; however, other kinds of negative interaction, such as
expressing negative feelings toward the partner, would be expected to
increase with degree of contact. The cell means are shown in Appendix C.
The rater's age made a difference in the ratings of four items
(hold hands, express one's innermost feelings, ask about O's personal
problems, and express a dislike for 0). On each of these items, young
raters expected more interaction than did old raters.
The actor's sex also made a difference: in ratings of three items
(hold hands, ask about personal problems, and cheer 0 up), female actors
were perceived as more likely than male actors to initiate action. These
items all relate to social-emotional behavior, which is normally considered
the province of females.
Whether the pair members were the same or the opposite sex affected
the ratings on two items: to "hold hands" was perceived as more likely
between opposite-sex partners; to "contradict 0" was perceived as more
likely between same-sex partners.
The rater's sex did not affect the ratings on any of these items.
Study II . The analyses of variance for Study II were done for the
12 items indicated in Table 4. Five of these items were replicated
from Study I. The general outcome was very similar to the first study:
Contact level affected the ratings on all 12 items. On 11 of these items,
perceived interaction increased with the degree of contact (see Appendix
D for cell means). Two of the itemswhich showed this increase were
negative, "criticize 0" and "express irritation with 0," while
nine were positive, indicating that both negative and positive interaction
is expected to increase as partners get to know each other better.
The rater's aqs affected the ratings for ten items. It did not
affect the ratings for "avoid touching 0" or "offer to do an errand for 0.
Apparently the norms for these two behaviors have not changed in the
last 50 years; however, there is support based on this sample for the idea
of a general change in norms.
Whether the pair members were of the same or opposite sex affected
ratings on eight items. Some behaviors were more likely for same-sex
pairs. Pairs of either sex were more likely than heterosexual pairs to
"help 0 learn a hobby" or to "criticize 0." Female pairs were more
likely than male pairs to "confide personal problems." Male pairs were
more likely than female pairs to "avoid touching 0." Other behaviors
were more likely for opposite-sex pairs: to "hold hands," "to hug," to
"do something special to surprise 0" and to "express affection for 0."
These four behaviors all convey expression of affection.
The sex of the actor made a difference in ratings on eight items.
Males were perceived as more likely than females to avoid 0's touch,
regardless of the sex of the partner. Females were perceived as more
likely to initiate physical contact (hold hands, hug 0); to initiate
self-disclosure (express one's innermost feelings, to ask about 0's
personal problems, and to confide one's personal problems); and to
express affection and do something special to surprise 0. In each case,
most interaction was perceived between opposite-sex partners. More
interaction was perceived between two females than between two males.
Interaction between a male and a female was initiated about equally as
often by either sex. These findings support the ideas held by Douvan
(in press) and others that females have "closer" friendships than do males
Again, no differences were found between male and fsmalp r»fo. B
* * * « *
We were interested in how well Study II replicated Study I. Table 4
shows that 12 main effects occurred in Study I for the five items that
were rated in both studies, and all of these effects were replicated in
Study IX. Two effects occurred in Study II that had not occurred in
Study I. Seven interactions occurred for Study I; six were replicated.
The one exception occurred for an item that had been rewritten for Study II
(run an errand for 0; offer to do an errand for 0). The changes in format
from Study I to Study II would probably account for the few failures to
replicate; raters in Study I had 50 items to assimilate, while those in
Study II rated only 30 items. Overall, replication was good.
The analyses of variance demonstrate the relative importance of
each variable in this study. For these population samples, contact level
of the hypothetical partners makes the strongest difference in the ratings.
The second most powerful variable is the age of the rater; young and old
people do have differing perceptions about relational interaction.
Whether the pair members are the same or opposite sex and whether the
actor is a male or a female also affect tfee ratings. We had not expected
to find differences between male and female raters in their perceptions
of behavioral norms, and indeed we did not.
We were satisfied that the general patterns of ratings on these items
were representative of the entire sample. Further analyses were done to
clarify these findings. In the following sections we stress the Contact
and Age variables; touch briefly on the Same-sex—Opposite-sex and Actor-
sex variables, and ignore the Rater-sex variable.
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How Were The Relationships Perceived?
We expected the raters to perceive three dimensions of relationship
corresponding to "Contact level,"
"Same-sex~Opposite-sex, " and "Actor sex."
Individual Difference Scaling (INDSCAL), a multidimensional scaling
technique developed by Carroll and Chang (1970), was used to discover
these dimensions
•
An INDSCAL analysis (see Appendix E) was computed for the young
raters in Study I, but because of the missing cells of data in this
sample, we must interpret its results cautiously. Contact did seem to
be an important first dimension, but the second dimension, Actor sex,
could slearly have been confounded in the design of the study. INDSCAL analyses
of three non-confounded subsets of items (the ten common items, male actors,
and female actors) did not yield interpretable solutions.
Analyses for Study II were more successful. Analyses of each sample
(young and old) yielded the same dimensions (Figures 1 and 2). Dimension 1
was clearly a contact dimension, relating to general activity; Dimension 2
separated same-sex and opposite-sex pairs and related to physical contact.
No dimensions emerged separating male and female actors. The two-
dimensional solution accounted for 89% of the variance in the young
sample and 83$ in the old sample. 4 Weights on the two dimensions for each
behavior are shown in Table 5. These weights indicate the importance
of an item in creating each dimension.
4 With INDSCAL analysis, only the cumulative variance is known.
The one-dimensional solution accounted for 81 and 74% of the young and
old raters' variance respectively, and the three-dimensional solution
accounted for 91 and 86%. Dimension 1 of the single solution appeared
to be tbe same as Dimension 1 of the two- and three-dimensional
solutions in each case, indicating that the contact dimension was
a strong one.
Dimension 2
Close
Relftt ions hip
Good r
Friends
Dimension 1
| Close |.
0
F-F
d F-M
• m-F
f-m
M-M
F-F
Opposite-sex
Casual r
Acauaintancas
• M-M
• F-F
F-M
• M-F
Casua
Figure Relationship dimensions resulting fcom an INDSCAl analysis
of behavior ratings. Young raters: Study II.
Dimension 2
Good
Fricnds
Dimension 1
Close
Relationship
• F-F
t F-IYl
Married M-F
F-fl!
Casual
Acquaintances
F-F
• M-F
n-n
.
F -F
.
F-M
# M-F
Figure 2: Relationship dimensions resulting from an INDSCAL analysis
of behavior ratings. Old raters i Study II.
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Does Rat er Moe Make a Differenrp V
We were interested in seeing if y0Ung and old raters would differ
in their perceptions of the relationships. The INDSCAL configurations
represent perceived distances between relationships. The closer
together in the space that two relationships fall, the more similarly
they are perceived by the raters. Configurations can be compared for
different groups
•
The configuration in Figure 1 shows that on Dimension 1 (Contact)
young raters perceive that married pairs and close friends of any sex
composition interact with about equal frequency. There is more difference
between how much close friends and good friends interact; there is quite
a lot of difference between how much good friends and casual acquaintances
interact
•
On Dimension 2, young raters perceive a difference in the interaction
of same-sex or opposite-sex pairs. Female pairs seem more like opposite-
sex pairs than are male pairs, indicating primarily that females are
more likely to have physical contact than are males.
Figure 2 shows that older people perceived the same general patterns
between the relationships as young people, but there were some differences
On Dimension 1, they perceived less interaction for male-female pairs
than for same-sex pairs, so that the close opposite-sex relationship
was perceived more like good friends, and the opposite-sex good friends
were perceived more like casual acquaintances.
On Dimension 2, young raters had shown that whether the pair members
were of the same sex or opposite sex made a difference in the frequency
of interaction. For the older people, these differences were smaller,
primarily because less physical contact was believed to occur 50 years
ago, making interaction more similar across the relationships on this
dimension. In spite of the smaller distances, however, the same pattern
exists for old and young raters: most physical contact occurs for opposit
sex pairs; female-female pairs show somewhat less interaction; and least
occurs for male-male pairs.
Does Rater Sex Make a Difference?
The analyses of variance had shown that the sex of the rater did
not contribute to the differences in the ratings, but we decided to
compare the relationship dimensions for male and female raters to see
if small differences would appear. INDSCAL analyses were performed
on each set of data (young and old, male and female). Weights and
figures for these dimensions are shown in Appendix P.
The young male raters' configuration was almost identical to that
for males and females combined. Young females, however, perceived
relatively less interaction between married pairs on Dimension 1; that is,
married pairs were no different than close relationships in the kinds
of general activity the partners engaged in.
The perceptions of older males and females also differed slightly
from each other, but these differences were small and did not occur
across all relationships. No general patterns were observed.
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Characterizing Behavior
The Search for Behavior Dimensions
Could behavior dimensions be found that would characterize relation-
ships? To answer this question we first tried multi-dimensional scaling
techniques, but the solutions were unclear (see Appendix G for a discussion
of these efforts).
Factor analysis was more fruitful. Approximately the same three
factors emerged for each of the four groups (see Table 6). The three
factors were interpreted as (1) General activity, (2) Intimacy, and
(3) Negativity. Four factors emerged from analysis of the oldage means
for Study I. The first three factors parallel those for the young raters,
and Factor 4 was interpreted as Positive Self
-presentation. The variance
accounted for by each factor is shown in Table 6.
In both studies more items were represented on Factor 1, General
activity, for young raters than for the older people. It is possible
that young raters simply assigned high ratings to all behaviors, or that
young people do in fact have a more global view of what kinds of actions
are likely to occur. For example, young raters perceive that if any kind
of positive behavior occurs, then all other positive actions would also
be likely. Furthermore, some kinds of negative interactions were
associated with the high frequency of positive behaviors: express irritation
with 0, criticize 0, bicker with 0, and sulk in 0»s presence are positively
loaded on Factor 1, suggesting that they, too, are common actions. The
older people, on the other hand, perceived fewer positive acts, and no
negative interaction, to occur at this general level of activity.
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Older people have a broader view of the separate dimension of
intimacy. The young raters in each study perceived Factor 2, Intimacy,
to be basically physical and affectional. For older raters, this factor
was affected by the physical contact items, but many other kinds of
behavior were important as well, behaviors such as enhancing the other
and disclosing one's feelings. The negative items which are part of
general activity for young raters are seen as connected with intimate
behavior 50 years ago. These results provide some tentative support
for Gadlin's (in press) assertion that sexuality, which used to be
associated with emotion, is now becoming liberated from feelings.
Factor 3 represented negative interaction across all groups.
However, not all negative items contributed and there were differences
between Studies I and II. Nevertheless, both age groups tend to believe
that one negative behavior is likely to be accompanied by other form of
negative acts. More items appeared for young people on this factor,
indicating that they hold a more global view of negative interaction, as
well as positive.
A fourth factor emerged for the older raters in Study I. The only
positively loaded item was "tell good things about oneself." This item,
plus the fact that all other items weighting heavily on this factor were
negative items that were weighted negatively, gives us a clue to the
interpretation of this factor. We have labeled it Positive Self-
presentation, because it seems to represent a characteristic politeness
underlying relationships people had 50 years ago. Probably the reason
this factor did not emerge from Study II was because Study I provided
more items for the analysis.
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These factor analyses show that interaction can be characterized
as general activity, intimacy, and negativity. Age differences on these
factors, along with the politeness factor which emerged for one older
group, indicate that relationship interaction has changed from a more
considerate, restrained pattern to a more open, expressive one. most of
the behaviors relevant to Factor 1 are those which are highly weighted
on INDSCAL Dimension 1 (Contact), and those relevant to Factor 2 (Intimacy)
are those highly weighted on INDSCAL Dimension 2 (Same-sex~Opposite-sex)
.
Analyzing Behavior Clusters
Factor analysis is only one way of characterizing respondents'
expectations of behavior appropriateness for different relationships.
We now wanted to see if our own groupings of the items would lead to
better understanding of relational behavior. The categories we had
initially used to pick the items became the basis for forming clusters
of behaviors which could be analyzed for how they operated for each
group of raters. We expected behaviors within each cluster to express
similar patterns.
In making the following comparisons, we used the item means based
on each age group, ignoring the rater's sex. These means are shown in
Appendices H through K. T-tests were done for each item, comparing the
means of the young and old raters.
Self
-disclosure . Table 7 shows the differences in young and oldage
means on the self-disclosure items for each relationship. Those items
for which the means were significantly different are noted.
Disclosure increased with degree of contact. Neither age group
expected much disclosure to casual acquaintances, but means became quite
high for the close and married relationships. There were strong differences
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between age groups on three items: "express one's innermost feelings,"
"ask about personal problems,
" and "tell about one's personal problems."
In all cases of significance on these intimate disclosure items, young
people expected more self-disclosure than did old raters.
"Expressing one's intimate feelings" and "telling one's personal
problems" were primarily emphasized in relationships with a female actor.
This is not surprising. Research has demonstrated that females are more
willing to express their feelings (Douvan & Adelson, 1966; Jourard, 1971;
Rubin, 1973, p. 221).
In at least one study, each of the relationships beyond casual
acquaintances was affected for "asking about O's personal problems."
Twenty-two year-olds today are less reticent than 50 years ago to inquire
into the intimate details of another's life. Young people also perceived
the partners as more likely to withold personal information; this reticence
probably represents the assertion of one's wish for privacy. Fifty years
ago people probably had less reason to withold, because there was less
pressure to reveal themselves.
Young people perceive more "lying to 0" than old people, especially
for the male-female relationship. However, these differences may merely
reflect differing perceptions of what constitutes lying.
There were no significant differences between young and old people on
the other self-disclosure items, although the mean frequencies for young
people were generally larger than for old people. On the basis of this
sample, 22 year-olds today are perceived more likely to share intimate
feelings than were pairs 50 years ago. Talking things out has become a
primary way to get to know another and to resolve difficulties. People
today seem more willing to take the risk that this involves. Males
36
have a harder time than females exposing their personal feelings, and
they usually find this expression only in an intimate relationship
with a female.
Social contact
.
The firsteight social contact items shown in Table 8
are task-oriented; that is, action is oriented toward the external
world. The firstflv. of these items showed a moderate gradient of increase
across the levels of relatedness; the last three items decreased in
likelihood with increasing degree of closeness.
Young and old raters were not basically different in their
perceptions of these behavior frequencies, although there were a few
cases where young people perceived more interaction. Study II showed
some differences on the first three items, "help 0 learn a hobby,"
"offer to do an errand for 0," and "work on a joint project." In each
case where the perceptions were significantly different, the actor was
female. This suggests that norms for task-oriented behaviors might be
changing for females; today females are perceived more likely than 50
years ago to initiate activities that used to be primarily initiated
by males. Or it could simply be that females are seen to initiate more
interaction in general.
There were several instances where 22 year-olds today were perceived
as more likely to loan money than 50 years ago. Today, females and
males are both more likely to loan money to each other, and females are
more likely to loan money to their female friends. These differences
may be due to relative values toward money, or to the fact that $10
was worth more 50 years ago than it is now, and therefore wasn't so
likely to be loaned. Most likely, females today have more money than
they did 50 years ago.
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Reluctance to assist the other was fairly unlikely in the casual
relationships and decreased as contact increased, indicating that peopl
become more willing to help another as a relationship deepens. Young a
old people perceived about the same reluctance to loan money, reluctance
to help 0 with a job, or reluctance to help 0 learn a new skill.
The last four items represent social encounter; these items, too,
show a moderate gradient of increase across the relationships. Since
most of the contrasts were not significant, it is interesting to note the
two that were. Females today are perceived as more likely to ask their
male close friend to spend a social evening together or suggest an outing.
Fifty years ago, females were less assertive than males about initiating
such get-togethers, even in close relationships.
To "play a game with 0" is more likely for casual acquaintances
than are the other three behaviors (spend a social evening together, go for
a walk together, and plan an outing with 0). Play8ng a game is an example
of an activity that can be engaged in solely for the sake of the game
itself, not necessarily to exchange friendship.
Physical contact
. Predictions for physical contact increased sharply
across the levels of relatedness. Table 9 shows further that young
and old people differ greatly in their perceptions about the likelihood
of physical contact in all relationships. Today there is a trend
toward more male-male physical interaction, especially in close friendships;
young males perceive significantly more likelihood that they will pat
their close male friend on the back, will stand close to him, and will hug
him. Yet males today are also more likely to pull away from another male's
touch. Showing physical affection is becoming more appropriate, but norms
for homosexual "love" seem to have changed very little.
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Females traditionally have had more freedom to express physical
affection toward each other. Today close females are perceived as more
likely to make love than 50 years ago. Lesbianism was probably a rare
option when the older raters were young.
Heterosexual physical contact has become far more expected.
Standing close, holding hands, hugging, and making love are all more
likely between good friends and in close male-female relationships,
and this intimacy is nearly as likely to be initiated by females as by
males. Today, married females are more likely than 50 years ago to initiate
making love with their husbands.
Negative physical contact is higher for people today, too. To
"slap or hit 0" almost never occurred 50 years ago. Now it is seen as
moderately likely, especially at the deeper levels of contact. This
probably indicates more permissiveness among young people today, in
that all emotions can be expressed, including those of violence.
Enhancement of other
. Most of the other-enhancement items show
a sharp gradient of increase across the four levels of contact. Table
10 shows the differences in means for the five items. The young raters
in this sample perceive partners in relationships as more likely to be
supportive of each other. Most of the differences occur for the close
relationships. Close partners are more likely today than 50 years ago
to "praise 0," to "do something special to surprise 0," and to "express
affection." (No differences occurred for "cheer 0 up.") Females today
are perceived as much more likely to express affection to a male, whether
to a casual, good or close friend, or to the husband. Female pairs
are consistently perceived as more likely to express their feelings of
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affection. This finding, too, bears out our expectations that female
pairs have closer friendships than male pairs, and that females
-ill
initiate more heterosexual emotional contact (Douvan & Adelson, 1966;
Rubin, 1973; |Levinger at al, Note 2).
The fifth item, give 0 an expensive gift (worth $10 or more),
reveals the same kind of expectations that we found for "loan 0 money."
Young raters feel that gift-giving is much more likely, but we do not
know if this difference reflects relative attitudes toward the value of
material goods or an increased generosity in relationships today.
Disparagement of other. Table 11 shows the differences in means
for items indicating other-disparagement. These items were subcategorized
according to whether they represented an action moving "away from" or
"against" the partner. In general, means for "moving against" the other
increased directly with degree of contact, and means for "moving away
from" decreased. These items are mixed in how sharply they increase
or decrease across the four levels of relatedness.
The means on all items were higher for young than for old raters,
indicating that today negative feelings will be more openly expressed,
and that when a person today wants distance from the partner, that action
will be taken more assertively. The first 12 items represent "moving
against" the partner. Five of these items show much perceived change in
norms iince 50 years ago: To 'Viag 0," to "criticize 0," to "express
irritation with 0," to "express disagreement with 0," and to "express
one's anger at 0." Today both males and females are perceived more
likely to initiate this interaction than 50 years ago.
Norms for the other behaviors of either category have not changed much.
Males are perceived as more likely to bicker with their female good or
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close friend and to show their impatience with their female good friend.
The stereotype of the rational, objective male is here relieved by the image
of a male who expresses his subjective side, at least with females.
Good friends are more likely to "express a dislike for 0" today than
they were 50 years ago. Norms regarding showing indifference, competition,
contradicting 0, showing impatience, belittling, and ignoring 0 have
changed very little.
Contemporary definitions of a "good marriage" often include freedom
to express one^s negative feelings (cf., Ba c h & Ulyden, 1968); today it is
expected that negative interaction, as well as positive, will increase as a
relationship deepens. The results on many of the negative items indicated
that young people do expect to express unpleasant emotions and engage in
negative interaction with friends or marriage partners. The elders
remember a rosier image of partnership.
Norm regulation . Table 12 shows the differences between groups for
the three items which represent the regulation of the relationship. Partners
in deeper relationships usually are more permissive and less formal in
their interaction than are partners in casual associations. To " use O's
belongings without permission" and to "drop by unannounced" are relationship
norms that often develop over time. The frequencies on these items did
increase across the relationships, and the young raters perceived more like-
lihood for these behaviors, indicating that relationships tend to be more
permissive today than 50 years ago.
To "give up friends 0 doesn't like" is an expectation that increases
across the four relationships, but young and old people did not perceive
any differences in its probability of occurrence.
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Feelinqs of involvement
. Partners feelings of involvement increased
sharply across the degrees of contact. hbwever, although interaction norms
have changed over the last 50 years, feelings about the relationship seem
to have changed very little. Table 13 shows the differences in means for
the four "feeling" items used in Study I. On these items, older-people
often indicated higher probabilities than young raters. Averaging the
probability ratings across the relationships, we found that older raters
perceived slightly more likelihood that partners would
-feel responsible
for O's welfare" (5.05 vs. 4.91) and "feel it would be hard to get along
without 0" (4.41 vs. 4.34). Young raters perceived slightly more
likelihood that partners would "be equally affected by what happens to 0"
(4.79 vs. 4.74) and "feel the relationship with 0 is very special"
(5.40 vs. 4.98).
Table 13
Feelings of Involvement: Differences Between Young and Oldage Means 1
Item
Number 2 Item
Sex
of Pair
Casual
Acquaint-
ances
Good
Friends
Close
Relation-
ship
Married
Pair
20 Feel responsible for O's M-M -40 -60
-210
welfare F-F -45 125 60
M-F 5 -15 -15 25
F-M -50 -55 65 35
29 Be equally affected by M-M 0 80 40
what happens to 0 F-F -90 -115 95
M-F 5 10 20 100
F-M -100 -70 45 50
37 Feel the relationship wi :h M-M -40 70 5
0 is very special F-F 70 30 10
M-F -125 80 50 60
F-M 80 240** 20 -35
45 Feel it would be hard to M-M -40 5 -25
get along without 0 F-F 75 -40 -40
M-F -125 120 50 60
F-M -45 85 -85 -40
**
e. < #002 1 Cell number
(Young - Old), Significant
asterisk. The Bonfonerri t.
Study It p<.002, 2 Numb
s were obtained by subtracting mean scores
differences by T-test are indicated with an
value was used to determine significance,
ers refer to item position in the table of means.
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Some General Findings
fl—m«t— of Intention »oron, TMgrees f n-^ ^
f
The degree of contact between partners has been shown to he an
important characteristic of social relationships, one which determines the
frequency and kind of interaction. The rater's age influences perceived
interaction, in that young and old people's perceptions reflect relationship
norms one-half century apart. Our general findings are reflected in
Figure 3. This graph shows the mean frequency of interaction for Study II
across all items at each level of contact for theyoung and old samples.
It shows how interaction increases directly with degree of contact, and
how it is higher for pairs today than for 50 years ago.
Casual
Acquaintances
Good
Friends
Close
Relationship
Married
Pair
8
6
4
2.97 2.25 5.16 3.83 6.66 ^.97 7.76:6.66
Young Old Young Old Young Old Young Old
Figure 3. Mean frequency of interaction for four degrees of contact.
Positive versus Negative Interaction
~
. 1 : zd assjjmssi
We had proposed that positive interaction would increase more than
negative interaction. Figure b makes this comparison by showing
the mean frequencies for the other-enhancement and other-disparagement
items. Both positive and negative interaction increase
.1th degree of
contact, but positive interaction increa.es more. The differences between
young and older raters are more pronounced on the negative items, showing
that negative interaction waa perceived quite unlikely 50 years ago
compared to today.
Casual Good. Close Married Casual Good Close MarriedAcquaint- Friends Relation- Pair Acquaint
-Friends Relation- Pair
Bhip ances ships
OtheMnhaneeaent pther-diswrageinent
anccs
8
6
4
2. OS
-II
M3
7A0
—
L
5.90
8.0
2.2
1728
73
2.lk
5.7:5
2.7^
7.1$
3.99
Yng Old Yng Old Yng Old Yng Old Yng Old Yng Old Yng Old Yng Old
Figure kt Mean frequencies for selected positive and negative items
for four degrees of contact.
J^cjT^_latior;3hips Reflect Most Interqenerational Change?
Table 14 indicates those relationships which have experienced
the most change over the last 50 years. This table lists the number
of behaviors on which ratings were significantly different by T-test
between young and old raters at each level of contact and for each sex
combination. Least changed are norms for relationships at the extremes
of contact— the casual and the marital relationships. Most of the changes
in norms have occurred for good and close friend relationships, and these
changes are most pronounced for opposite-sex partners. These norms
represent changes in the amount of self-disclosure, physical contact,
social contact, and other-enhancement and disparagement
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Table 14
Number of Significant Values by T-test
Across 14 Relationships
F -F |Y|.
-F F -IYI
Study Number I II I II I II I II
Casual
Acquaintances 1 3 0 2 3 4 1 9
Good
Friends 5 8 7 14 10 11 11 16
Close
Relationship 4 14 7 11 12 17 B 24
Married
Pair 7 6 5 10
52
Dpes the Perceived Frag .m ncv of Intpr.rtion l/»rv nth ^
The young raters consistently perceived higher probabilities
than old raters for most behaviors, indicating that as time has passed
expectations for interaction have raised. If this is true, we would
expect to find the same trend in our older sample where the age ranges
were quite broad (27 years in Study I; 22 years in Study II). The
youngest members of the older samples were almost as close in age to
the young participants as to the oldest participants. Would their
responses show intermediate frequencies of behavioral interaction?
To answer this question, the raters' ages were correlated with six
items across the 14 relationships for each study (see Table 15). Items
for Study I were selected from the ten items rated for each relationship;
those for Study II were selected from those which had reflected large
intergenerational differences. As expected, the old raters* ages were
negatively correlated with the size of their ratings: correlations
were negative for 80 of the 84 items in Study I (9 correlations were
statistically significant), and for 81 of the 84 items in Study II
(18 were statistically significant). The range of ages was narrower
for the young sample, so we did not expect to find a pattern of negative
correlations for these samples. Fifty-three of the 84 items in Study I
ere negatively correlated with age for the young raters (9 correlations
ere statistically significant); only 26 of the 84 items in Study II
were negatively correlated (1 was significant). The findings, especially
from Study II where the items showed strong intergenerational differences,
strengthen our findings that perceived frequency of interaction varies
inversely with the age of the rater. Expectations for increased
interaction have been consistently rising over the last 50 years.
HI
w
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Table 15
Correlations Between Rater Age and Six Items Across 14 Relationships
Casual
icquaintances
Good
Friends
Close
Relationship
Married
Pair
|M-M F-F M-F F-M p-M F-F M-F F-M M-M F-F M-F F-M
\
4-F F-M
STUDY Ii YOUNG (
Help 0 learn hobby
Express one's ieeli
Ask about problems
Run an errand for C
Cheer 0 up
Hold hands
Ages 18-25} mear
-
-.38 - -
.ngs
+
+ +
+ + + +
+ - - -
1 age 20.4)
-
-.36 -
-M
-
-.33 - -
- - + +
- + - -
+ + - -
+ + - -
~
-
- -.34
T T" +
- + +
-+.34 -
- 4 + +
+ +
STUDY It OLD (Age
Help 0 learn hobby
Express feelings
Ask about problems
Run an errand for 0
Cheer 0 up
Hold hands
s 5^-81; mean ag
1
+ -
MM
-
-.39 - -
5 69.6)
-.47 -
-A3 -
- -.55-
4« — — *.
STUDY lit YOUNG (a
Stand close to 0
Ask about problems
Hug 0
Criticize 0
Confide problems
Express irritation
ges 18-27; mean
" " "
'
+ + + +
+ + + +.3:
T T T T
+ + + +
age 19.9)
-.3* + - -
+ + +
+
_
- T + -
+ + +
- + -
+ + + + A
+ . +.34 + +
+ + <¥ - H
+.3^ - +
+ + + +
• +
+ +
STUDY Hi OLD (age
Stand close to 0
Ask about problems
Hug 0
Criticize 0
Confide problems
s 65"87i mean ag
- -
- -.3!
+ - - -
-
-.37 - -
- -
- -.2
- -.34- -
9 75.7)
- -
- -.3*1
-
-.32 -
- -
-.46 -
-
-.37 -
-
- -.54 -
-.46-
-.37 -.3;
- -
-.37 -
- -
-
-.3;
1*8
-.33 - -
I -
-
-.35 "
I
-
-.32
The table notes the direction of the correlation and lists all significant values.
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
Summary of Findings
The depth of the relationship between the partners was clearly the
most important variable in the study. It was seen to affect expectations
of both the frequency of interaction and the kinds of behaviors expected
at differing degrees of relationship closeness. The rater's age was
also important, accounting for further differences in perceived likelihood
of interaction. The sex combination of the pair and the actor's sex
influenced ratings of likelihood on a few items, but the rater's sex made
no difference at all; males and females perceived the same patterns
of interaction.
Degree of contact. All raters, young and old, were influenced by
the amount of contact described between the partners. The behavior
patterns within each level of contact provide information as to what
constitutes the "intersection" of the two partners' lives—the substance
of the relationship itself (Levinger & Snoek, 1972). These patterns of
joint behavior provide one index for characterizing a level of relatedness
Describing a behavior's characteristics across four levels of related
ness makes it possible to group behaviors as to the way they operate
across the different relationships. Two general patterns of interaction
emerged: Frequency of interaction either increased or decreased with
relationship closeness. Some of the behaviors had a sharper gradient
of increase or decrease than others.
Most of the behaviors used in this study increased with relationship
closeness. We would expect partners to do more things together as they
become more involved. The behaviors which showed a decrease in frequency
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across the relationships were "distancing" behaviors. Presumabl
deeply involved partners rarely decline to interact ,1th each other.
Behaviors that showed a relatively steep gradient across the
relationships
-ere those characterizing intimacy. Other-enhancement
behaviors, such as "praise 0" or "give 0 an expensive gift" are seen
as quite unlikely for superficial relationships, and the likelihood increases
rapidly as contact increases. The same pattern is true for intimate self-
disclosure, physical contact, and the expression of negative feelings.
Other behaviors have a relatively flat gradient across the relation-
ships. These represent friendship behaviors, rather than intimacy.
Behaviors such as "playing a game with 0" or "helping 0 learn a hobby-
are fairly likely for superficial pairs, and their likelihood increases
only slightly across the degrees of contact. One characteristic of most
of these behaviors is that the purpose of the interaction can be external;
that is, one can play a game with another merely for the sake of the
activity, not necessarily to deepen or preserve the relationship itself.
Some of the negative behaviors had a flat gradient of increase.
These represented behaviors that either are quite unlikely or are moderately
likely for any relationship, regardless of the contact between the partners.
Behaviors such as "belittle O's work" are relatively unlikely across the
relationships, while behaviors such as "contradict 0" and "express
disagreement with 0" are moderately likely for all relationships.
Knowing these general patterns makes it possible to characterize the
"intersection" of the partners' lives. The interaction between casual
acquaintances would be somewhat general, probably focussed around external
activities, and little intimacy or negativity would be shared. Witholding
of self or information would be common. Good friends increase the kinds
of activities they share and begin to express some positive and negative
feelings. They are less likely than casual acquaintances to wit hold.
Close friends interact frequently by sharing intimate feelings, by express
affection verbally and physically, by expressing negative feelings, and
by doing things together that are focussed on activities outside the
relationship, married pairs, too, show this intensified style of
interaction, with even more freedom to express their feelings. Negative,
as well as positive, interaction becomes more common.
Rater a q9 . In his historical novel, Angle of Reonse. Wallace
Stegner describes changes in values from Grandmother Ward's day to the
present—changes similar to those we see reflected in our own findings.
Grandmother Ward's training "urged toward self-control, not toward
•naturalness' or 'self
-expression' » (p. 400). We here find that the
perceptions of younger and older raters also reflect such a difference:
relationships today are perceived more expressive, interaction more
frequent. Self-disclosure, physical contact, positive and negative
self-expression, and social encounter all are considered more appropriate
today at each degree of contact.
In some ways relationships have seemingly not changed. Partners
today and 50 years ago were equally likely to engage in superficial
conversation, join together for externally-oriented activities, pull
away from the other's touch, and cheer up one another. Nor have the
partners' feelings about each other changed.
But there are enough hints of change since the 1920's to be
provocative. Our findings suggest that young pairs today engage in varied
kinds of interaction, both social and emotional, and this interaction
can be enjoyed with a number of people. Fifty years ago, the sharing
of positive and negative emotions, as well as physical affection, was
reserved for a few intimate relationships. In view of these changes,
have we today lost or gained? Certainly open communication between
partners is better than the long silences and repressed feelings that
Grandmother and Grandfather Ward experienced. Yet, lest we celebrate
too soon, a quote from The Maous (Fowles, 1965, p. 144) sounds a warning:
We lay on the ground and kissed. Perhaps you smile. That we
only lay on the ground and kissed. You young people can lend
your bodies now, play with them, give them as we could not.
But remember that you have paid a price: That of a world rich
in mystery and delicate emotion. It is not only species of
animal that die out. But whole species of feeling. And if
you are wise you will never pity the past for what it did not
know. But pity yourself for what it did.
Changes in expectations did not occur overnight. Our rater-age
correlations suggest that there has been a gradual loosening of the
restrictions on interpersonal behavior. One wonders how far this trend
will continue in the future.
Sex-composition of the dyad and actor-sex . Different kinds of
behaviors were expected for same-sex and opposite-sex relationships.
Same-sex pairs were more likely than heterosexual pairs to engage in
"friendship" activities—activities directed toward the material world,
such as joining together for hobbies, games, and work. Female pairs were
perceived more likely than male pairs to have physical contact and to
express affection. This confirms other findings that females have closer
more open friendships than do males (Douvan & Adelson, 1966; Rubin, 1973;
Levinger, et al., Note 2). Male expressiveness seems to be linked to
opposite-sex relationships, whereas females can be expressive with either
males or females. Intimacy, especially physical contact and other
expressions of affection, was most likely for opposite-sex relationships,
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at least beyond the casual acquaintanceship. Opposite-sex pairs were
also perceived more likely than same-sex pairs to express negative feelings.
The sex of the actor was also an important determinant of the ratings.
Females of each generation mere perceived as initiating interaction more
frequently than males. As expected, more social or affectional acts
and more self-disclosure were initiated by females. Females are generally
perceived as the social-emotional initiators of this kind of interaction
(Douvan & Adelson, 1966; Jourard, 1971; Rubin, 1973; Levinger, et al., Note
Surprisingly, females today are perceived just as likely as males to
initiate getting together for a social event, an action that has normally
been the prerogative of males.
Changes in sex roles are revealed when the two age groups are
compared. It is more expected for women today to initiate activities
such as loaning money to friends of either sex. And not only has physical
contact become more likely for heterosexual pairs, but hugging and other
forms of physical affection have become more appropriate for same-sex pairs.
Fifty years ago it was unusual for two men to hug; today it is more common.
Dimensions of behavior
. Another general way to interpret the meaning
of a behavior is with factor analysis. Interaction could be characterized
by three main factors: General activity, representing a global pattern of
common activities; Intimacy, referring to behaviors reserved for fewer
people; and Negativity, meaning negative acts that could be engaged in.
Harwell and Hage (1970) and Triandis and his colleagues (1968) also
found "intimacy" to be an important dimension of relationships, and
Triandis found a "hostility" dimension which seems similar to our negative
interaction factor.
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Comparisons across age groups revealed some interesting differences
in the factors: younger people commonly expect interaction today to be
both positive and negative, while older raters remember interaction in
relationships 50 years ago to have been primarily positive. Those negative
behaviors that were for the young people part of general activity were
reserved for intimate relations 50 years ago.
Limitations in the Studies
Behavior selection. There is no social-psychological theory of
behavior that we could use to select the behaviors, which meant that our
selection had to be guided by our own criteria. In the beginning, there
was no way to know if we were focussing on the right kinds of behavior.
Furthermore, behavior is very complex, one action often conveying several
purposes. A concrete act, such as giving a gift, may imply symbolic
meaning, such as seeking the other's favor or expressing liking. In
addition, a behavioral act can express, at the same time, the emotional
and status relation of the partners (F0a, 1962, p. 177). Because of
these many factors, Foa and Foa (1974) have suggested that behaviors be
categorized on the basis of their outcome, rather than on their physical
characteristics. Ule tried to focus on the behavior's function and to
pick simple, universal behaviors, but we are aware that raters could have
interpreted them differently.
We wanted to include an equal number of negative items in the question-
naire, which we did in the first study, but it was difficult to think of
negative behaviors that did not seem contradictory or absurd for the
closer relationships. Study I had a broad, but weak, sample of items;
the weaker ones were omitted from Study II, which left too few items to
adequately represent negativity.
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getrospectiveness pf the rating s. Ratings f0r the older group were
memories of 50 years ago. JUst how much the differences between the
perceptions of the young and old are a function of the distance in time,
*e cannot know. However, since we were interested in people's perceptions
of relationships, and not in reality, we can probably accept these ratings
as adequate reflections of behavioral expectations 50 years ago.
Suggestions for Future Studies
Normative studies. The normative data provided here can serve as
the basis for other research. One kind of study would be to extend the
generalizability of these findings. Do other young adults than college
students share these perceptions of behavioral interaction in social
relationships? Are they shared by other ethnic subcultures or by members
of different economic or educational groups? How are differences associated
with social conditions?
Generalizability could be extended in a different direction. We
here explored behavior in social relationships. A similar method could
be used to explore behavior in business or kin associations. A full
taxonomy of relational interaction would eventually have to include these
other kinds of relationships.
This study provided one kind of normative data
—
people's perceptions
of appropriate relational interaction. Another study could examine what
behavior is inappropriate; that is, what behaviors will weaken or dissolve
a friendship at a given level of relatedness? Raters could be asked to
judge the likelihood of pair survival given that a certain inappropriate
behavior occurs in a given relationship.
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Studies of actual relationshi ps. formative studies like this one
and those suggested above are interesting in themselves, but they also
provide the groundwork for research about actual relationships. Using a
similar fwocedure, we can begin to study people's behavior with their own
good or close friends of either sex. Each partner's perceptions of the
relationship could be obtained and compared for points of similarity and
discrepancy. Furthermore, respondents could provide profiles of behavioral
interaction at various time points in their relationships. These actual
profiles could then be compared to the normative behaviors from this study
to see how much similarity might exist between actual and typical
relationships across differing degrees of contact.
We suggested that these norms for behavioral interaction help
characterize what constitutes the intersection of the two partners'
lives. Behavioral interaction is but one aspect, although an important
one, of a relationship. Feelings toward the partner, feelings about
the relationship, and external factors such as a formal commitment also
characterize the partners' involvement. These other factors also need
to be investigated and correlated with behavioral expectations to complete
a characterization of a given relationship.
Interoenerational studies . The potential in intergenerational
research has not yet been tapped. This study illustrates how older people
can be involved in research, providing a depth perspective we often do
not have. If social psychological findings are indeed affected by historical
change, as Gergen (1973) and others have argued, then this approach is
one for locating those sources of change. One such intergenerational
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study might investigate the "generation gap.- it could ask older peopl
to give their perceptions of relationships both today and when they wer
young. Young people could provide ratings of the same relationships,
and these ratings could be compared. We would predict that older people's
ratings of relationships today would reflect the same changes we found
in this study, but the perceived changes would not be as extreme.
If Norms Have ChangoH
The findings in this study confirm a general suspicion that norms
are indeed changing. What do these changes imply about our society and
our personal lives? Life certainly seems to move faster today than it
did 50 years ago (cf., Toffler, 1970). Many people have an urge to
establish intimacy in a hurry, preferring to "rather at once our time
devour than linger in his slow-chopped power" (Marvell). Young people
today often interact with casual acquaintances and good friends at
levels reserved for closer friendships or even marriage 50 years ago.
These trends are accentuated as people move away from the supporting networks
of family and community and look to friends to satisfy needs that were
once met by these groups.
We see a trend toward openness in relationships. Feelings of
affection, either verbal or physical, can be demonstrated openly, and it
is also acceptable to express negative feelings. This trend is often
endorsed by marriage counselors, psychologists, or sociologists as the
means to a successful relationship. "Marriage must be based on a new
openness to one's self, an openness to another's self and an openness
to the world" (O'Neill & O'Neill, 1972, p. 41). Clearly the O'Neills
and others think the changes in norms are for the best:
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In the course of the century, the gilded cage of Victorian
marriage has become just a cage, the gilt w»rn off, and rust
setting in. It is time to throw it out altogether, and to make
our marriages in the open light of day (p. 42).
But expressiveness also has its costs: Today our intimate relations
often become strained by the expectations we make upon our partners to
love us, fulfill us, and give us a sense of identity. Such expectations
are often too much for any one partner to meet. Some people may find
alternatives to the singular, intense relationship by creating a "patch-
work" of multiple relationships, with each partner in the quilt fulfilling
a different need or expectation. Others might try to function better
in their relationships by taking classes and learning how to fight fair,
how to express their feelings, or how to perform better sexually. Some
people will resign themselves to the frustration of raised, unfulfilled
hopes; others will separate. The climbing divorce rates seem to reflect
rising expectations on the one hand and failures to meet them on the other.
Rapid changes in our society have encouraged a nostalgia for the
past. Many people today would like to slow down and return to "old-
fashioned" values of solidity and permanence. Our data suggest there
are reasons for this nostalgia. Fifty years ago, relationships were
indeed less demanding, partners more concerned for each other's welfare.
Whether relationships then were also richer in "mystery and delicate
emotion" we do not know, as our findings do not tell us anything about
the value of different styles of interaction. But they do suggest that
we begin to examine our values more closely. What attitudes are supporting
relationship norms today, and what do these attitudes imply about the
association between individual fulfillment, relationship satisfaction,
and social stability? These data suggest that change over time is a
reality. Perhaps as researchers and thinkers we can help shape that reality,
INSTRUCTIONS
I
Cn the pages that follow, you will "be asked to make some judgments about behaviors
that might occur in typical relationships between two people, Each item refers to a
behavior that one person can direct toward or do with another person. Rate each behavior
for hew likely it is to occur in the relationship that is described preceding each
set of items.
ffSr-iO THE SCALES Mot at all Moderately E:ctremeV'
likely likely 13 keL.y
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An extremely likely "behavior is one that probably occurs in 90-10C^ of all
relationships of the "kind rated. If you think the behavior is extremely likely to
occur, me.rk an "X" in the space above the £•
A moderately likely behavior is one that probably occurs in kO-6<M of all
relationships of the kind rated. If you think the behavior is moderately likely to
occur, mark an "X" in one of the two center spaces .
A not at all likely behavior probably occurs in only 0-lO# of all
relationships of the kind rated. If you think that the behavior is not at all likely
to occur, mark an "X" above the 0.
If you think an intermediate response is best, mark an "X" in one of the other
spaces according to your own judgment.
THE DIRECTION OF THE ACTION 2
For each item, the behavior is directed by the first person in the relationship
toward the second person ;
1. Casual Acquaintances: Male~>Male. One male directs the
action toward
the other male
.
2. Casual Acquaintances: Male—>Female . The male directs the action
toward
the female.
EXAMPLES
x „ , Not at all Moderately Extreme 1\
Fir^t Cousins: Hale~> Female. likel" likely Hkel;
A . Smile at Other
(The rater thinks that a male is very likely
to smile at his female first cousin.
E, Tell Other of one's fears
(The rater thinks that a male will seldom tell
his female first cousin of his fears.
C. Watch television with Other
(The rater thinks that a. male is
to watch television with his female
first cousin.
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RELATIONSHIPS 65 _
You will be asked to rate four kinds of relationships. Flease read the
following definitions of these relationships. Consider the partners in all
;\ .atIonships to bo 22 years old*
The intersection of the two
circles refers to the amount
of interdependence "between the
pair members* It shows how much
each paitner is involved in the
Other* s life.
C/.S1T A L ACQUAINTANCE S : two people who know each /
other only slightly. Each person has many § i L
other casual acquaintances 0 V
GOOT) FRISK PS ; two people who know each other i /\
fairly well. Each person has several
..........( Lv
other good friends. \ vV /
CIl'SE RELATIONSHIP : two people who know each / /'>
other very well. They have no other \ \ '
/
relationship like this one, \^ ^><^ /
frNFPIED PAIR i Two people who know each other / //V \
very well. They have no other relationship i fyy'j
like this one. They have decided to make V \XV /
their relationship permanent. ^
—
5
On the pages that follow, each relationship that you will
be rating is described according to the kind of
relationship it is and the sex of each partner, note the
sex of each partner and which partner is directing the
action toward the other. Following the description of
each relationship are 3 pages of items to be rated for
that pairing.
There are no right or wrong responses. Flease work
quickly and carefully. Your first impulse is usually
besx.
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RATING SCALES
Sample Helatlona&ip Descriptions
On the next 3 pages, rate each behavior according to your judgment about how likely
it is to occur in the following relationship:
GOOD FRIEHD5 ; ; fAIS~^ FSMA I E . Two people who know each other
fairly well. Each person has several other good friends,
When you are making your responses, think of the
typical relationship of this kind. Remember, both
partners are 22 years old.
C» the next 3 P**es. rate each
Savior to your Ju^ent a*out nov, 1*1,
it is to occur in the following
relationship:
casual acquaintances.
When you are »akinf
_your resvonaes. thinkof the^
typical relationship. oi _tn_s ituiu.
partners are 22 years old.
aenavior i*
1. help Other learn a hobby
2. express one's innermost feelings
3. show reluctance to loan Other money
express a dislike for Other
5. ask about Other 1 s personal problems
6. contradict Other
7. run an errand for Other
8. cheer Other up
9. express indifference toward Other's work
10, hold hands
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1. tell about one's personal problems
2. express disagreement with Other
3. express indifference toward Other's personal
h. work on a joint project
5. express one's anger at Other
6. spend a social evening alone together
7. show reluctance to help Other with a job
8. compete with Other for attention
9. tell good things about oneself
10. feel responsible for Other's welfare
B
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likely likely likely
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2.
Not at all Moderately Extremely
likely likely likely
shew impatience with Other
go for a walk together
pull away from Other's touch
play game with Other (e.g., "ball game, card game)
5. ask for advice about one's v^rk
6. use Other's belongings without permission
?. belittle Other
B. decline to talk about one's personal life
9. be equally affected by what happens to Other
10. make love (have intimate sexual contact)
0
0
0 3
9
0
2.
3.
k.
5.
n
8,
?.
10.
Not at all Moderately Extremely
likely likely likely
praise Other
do something special to surprise Other
bicker with Other
loan Other money ($10 or more)
drop by unannounced
pat Other on back
feel the relationship with Other is
very special
lie to Other about something
important
slap or hit Other
nag Other
0
0
0 3
0 3
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Not at all
like ly
1. sulk in Other's presence
:. belittle Other's work
express affection for Other
show reluctance to help Other learn a new skill
(e.g., a sport, a creative hobby)
5. feel it would be hard to get along without Other
6 . hug;
7. tell Other something new
R. ignore Other when with a third person
9. give Other an expensive gift (worth $10 or more)
10. criticize Other's personal habits
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Extremely
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Behavior Items Used In Study II
go for a walk with Other
ask for advice about one's work
stand close to Other (within 1 foot)
nag Other
plan an cutin^ with Other
loan Other money ($10 or mere)
do something special to surprise
Othe
ask about Other's personal
problems
sla^ or hit Other
rive up friends the Other doesn't
like
Not at all
likely
0
0
Moderately
likely
x t
Extremely
likely
f
9
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I, e-ive Other an expensive gift (worth $10)
2'. plan a joint project
3. offer to do an errand for Other
hug Other
5. drop "by unannounced
6. criticize Other
7. pat Other on "back
8. confide one's personal problems
9. praise Other
10. express irritation with Other
Mot at all
likely
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Extremely
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Not at all
likely
use Other's belongings without permission
2. express affection for Other
3. help Other learn a hobby
i, play game with Other (e.g., ball game, card game)
5. make love (have intimate sexual contact)
6. express one's innermost feelings
7 . avoid touching Other
8. spend a social evening alone with
Other
9. hold hands
10. compete with Other
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Extremely
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APPENDIX C
Cell Means from Analyses of Variance: Study
Express indifference toward O's work
Contact 1 2 3
3*30 2.26 1.55
Hold hands
Age of Rater Y 0
3 .78 2.90
Contact 1 2 3
1.55 2.94 5.54
Same-sex
—
SS OS
upposiwe—sex 1.87 4.82
Actor Sex N F
2.85 3.84
Contact x SS OS
pame—sex—
—
1 HA 2.37
uppos iue—sex oz. 1 •DO 4,32
J 3 .31 7.77
Contact x m F
Actor sex 1 1.28 1.83
2 2.51 3.36
3 4.76 6.32
Same-sex M F
Opposite-sex x SS .92 2.82
Actor sex OS 4.78 4.86
Cheer 0 up
Contact 12 3
5.61 7.44 8.33
Actor sex M F
6.91 7.35
Only those contrasts which were significant in the analyses of
variance are shown. The following abbreviations are used: Aoj.: Young = Y;
Old = 0. Contact level : Casual acquaintances = 1; Good friends = 2;
Close relationships = 3> (Married relationships were not included in the
analyses of variance as only opposite-sex pairs were considered in the
ratings.) S^ms-sex—Qpoosite-sex : Same-sex = SS; Opposite-sex = OS.
Actor sex: Male = M; Female = F.
Ask about O's personal problems
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Rater age Y
5.23
0
3.62
Contact 1 2 3
2.29 4.53 6.43
Actor sex M
4.12
F
4.72
Rater age x
Contact
y
1
2.62
2
5.56
3
7.49
0 1.97 3.51 5.38
Same-sex
—
Opposite -sex x
Acxor sex SS
OS
M
3.87
4.38
F
4.88
4.56
Contradict 0
Same-sex
Opposite-sex
SS
4.00
OS
3.54
Run an errand for 0
Contact
Contact x
Same-sex
Opposite-sex
Same-sex
Opposite-sex x
Actor sex
1 2 3
4.59 6.63 7.92
SS OS
1 4.33 4.85
2 6.79 6.46
3 7.88 7.96
M F
SS 5.97 6.70
OS 6.47 6.38
Help 0 learn a hobby
Contact 12 3
4.40 6.20 7.42
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Express one's Innermost feelings
Rater age Y
5.08
0
3.83
Contact 1 2 3
1.69 4.55 7.12
Actor sex M
4.18
F
4.73
Same-sex
—
Opposite-sex x
Actor sex
CO
CO
co
o
M
4.02
4.33
F
5.04
4.41
Show reluctance to loan 0 money
Contact 1 oCm j
4.61
Age of rater x
Contact
1
Y
5.33
0
3.89
2 3.11 3.50
3 2.01 2.69
Express a dislike for 0
Rater age Y
2.52
0
1.38
Contact 1 2 3
2.69 1.72 1.43
APPENDIX D
Cell Means from Analyses of Variance: Study II
Criticize 0
Rater age Y
4.45
0
2.51
Contact 1 2 3
2.11 3.62 4.70
Same-sex
—
Opposite-sex
ss
3.66
OS
3.29
Rater age x
Contact
1
Y
2.58
0
1.64
2 4.68 2.58
3 6.10 3.30
Confide personal problems
Rater age Y
4.37
0
3.68
Contact 1 2 3
1.71 4.52 6.60
Same-sex
8pposite-sex
SS
4.44
OS
4.12
Actor sex M
4.02
F
4.54
Rater age x
Contact
Y
1
1.86
2
5.21
3
7.55
0 1.57 3.83 5.65
Offer to do an errand for 0
Contact 12 3
4.10 6.54 7.76
Same-sex
—
Opposite-sex x
Actor sex
SS
OS
M
6.01
6.27
F
6.39
5.85
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Do something; special to surprise 0
Rater age T 0
5.36 4.32
Contact 1 2 3
2.28 5.16 7.09
Same-sex
—
SS OS
Opposite-sex 4.64 5.05
Actor sex M F
5.19
Same-sex M F
Opposite-sex
ss 3.90 5.38
OS 5.09 5.00
Rater age y 0
2.42
Contact l 2 3
2.17 3.47 4.61
Rater age x 1 2 3
Contact
T 2.54 4.48 6.22
0 1.79 2.46 3.01
Express affection for 0
Rater age Y 0
4.85 3.76
Contact 1 2
2.05 4.34
Same -sex
—
SS OS
Opposite-sex 3.82 4.79
Actor sex H F
4.01 4.59
3
6.51
Contact x
Same-sex
—
Opposite sex
Same-sex-
Opposite-sex x
Actor sex
ss OS
1 1.76 2.34
2 4.06 4.62
3 5.64 7.39
M F
ss 3.03 4.61
OS 5.00 4.58
Help 0 learn a hobby
Rater age T 0
6.51 5.51
Rater sex M F
5.5^ 6.47
Contact 1 2 3
4.48 6.35 7.19
Same -sex
—
SS OS
Opposite-sex
6.16 5.85
Express one's innermost feelings
Rater aee Y
^.28
0
2.99
± C OJ
1.33 3.64 5.93
Actor sex M
3.3^
F
3.93
Age x Contact 1 2 3
T 1.56 4.37 6.91
6 1.10 2.91 4.96
L»onxacx x SS OS
Same -sex
Opposite-sex
1
2
1.23
3.78
1.43
3.50
3 5.59 6.28
Same -sex
—
M F
Opposite-sex x
Actor sex
SS
OS
3.01
3.67
4.05
3.80
Avoid touching 0
Contact 1 2 3
4.17 3.15 1.96
Same-sex SS OS
Opposite-sex 3.^8 2.70
Actor sex M
3.^3
F
2.84
Hold hands
Rater age Y
3.35
0
2.44
Contact 1 2 3
1.46 2.63 4.60
Same-sex
—
Opposite-sex
SS
1.20
OS
4.58
Actor sex M1 A
2.70
r
3.09
Contact x
Same-sex
Opposite-sex 1
2
SS
.55
1.09
OS
2.36
4.16
3 1.97 7.22
Same-sex
Opposite-sex
Actor sex
x
SS
OS
M
.70
4.69
F
1.70
4.48
Ask about O's personal problems
Contact 1 2 3
2.03 4.37 6.16
Actor sex H
3.93
F
4.44
Rater age T
5.08
0
3.30
Same-sex
Opposite-sex
SS OS
Rater age x
Actor sex
Y
M
4.90
F
5.25
0 3.16 3.45
Same-sex
Opposite-sex
Actor sex
x
SS
OS
M
3.60
4.27
F
4.48
4.42
Hug 0
Rater age Y 0
5.02 2.85
Contact 1 2 3
1.68 4.1? 5.96
Same -sex
—
SS OS
upposixe-sex
3.20 4.67
Actor sex M F
3.36 4.51
Rater age x 1 2 3
uonxacx
Y 2.29 5.50 7.28
0 1.06 2.84 4.64
Rater age x SS OS
Same-sex
Y 4.08 5.97
0 2.33 3.37
Contact x M F
Actor sex
1 1.50 1.85
2 3.43 5.00
3 5.24 6.68
Same -sex M F
Opposite-sex X SS 1.87 4.53
Actor sex
OS 4.86 4.48
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APPENDIX E
EXPLANATION OF INDSCA1 ANALYSIS
The INDSCAL model of multidimensional scaling (Carroll & Chang, 1970)
assumes a group stimulus space, with differential weighting of the axes
for each subject of the group. It differs from other multidimensional
procedures in both computer input and output.
INDSCAL simultaneously analyzes many matrices of similarities or
dissimilarities referring to the same set of stimuli, rather than just
one matrix. Usually each matrix included as Input to INDSCAL analysis contains
the data for a single subject or subgroup. This study differed in that the
dimension weights were associated with rating scales instead of subjects.
Therefore, in order to examine group differences, separate analyses were
done for each sex and age group. In this respect the analysis corresponds
to that used by Wish and his colleagues (Wish, et al. , 1976).
Wish provided the following formula which we used to transform the
data into dissimilarity values which were then used as input for the
analyses:
where x and x„ are subject i's ratings of relations j and kijs iks
on scale s; N is the number of subjects who rated the relations on
scale sj andt> jk(s) is the value in row j. and column k of the
dissimilarity matrix for scale s.
Output from INDSCAL analysis is also unique. In most cases, with
INDSCAL the axes do not need to be rotated to be interpretable j
in fact
less variance will be accounted for if the axes are rotated (see
Carrol
Wish, 197*, Wish & Carroll, W). We expected to find three dimensions
accounting for roost of the variance in respondents' ratings. In fact, we
found two interpretahle dimensions.
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Dimension 2
r
Good
Friends
Close
Relationship
Dimension 1
• K-M
• F-F
M-M
Married
F-M* M-F
# K-F
# F-M
Casual
Acquaintances
M-M
• F-M
• M-F
• F-F
. F-M
M-F
Casual
Percentage of Variance: .8?
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Young Raters' Relationship Dimensions: Femalias
Dimension 1
Dimension 2
Sams-sex
Good
Friend
s
Close
Relationship
r
, M-M
F-F
, F-f
M-M
M-F
Married M-F
• F-M. F-M
L
M-F
F-M
Casual
Acquaintances
.
M-M
. P-F .
F"M
M-F
Percentage of Variance: &k%
Old Raters 1 Relationship Dimensions ; Males
Dimension 2
Same-sex
Cas
Acq
hal
laintances
, F-M
• M-F
*F-F
K~M
Dimension 1 Good
F
l
riends
1*
Close
He liltionship
# M-F
« M-F
F-F
« F-M
M-M
F-F
Married
• »
F-M M-F
. M-M
B4
Casual
£5 or*Percentage of Variance i 025
Old Raters' Relationship Dimensions: Females
B5
Dimension 2
Same-sex
Good
Friends
Dimension 1 Close
J
Close
Relationship
• . M-M
F-F
-F
, F-M
, M-F
Married[ • M-F
I , F-M
Casual
Acquaintar
M-M
* M-M
ces
F-F • * F-M
• M-F
• M-F
t F-M
Casual
Opposite-sex
Percentage of Variance: 7l'r%
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APPENDIX G
MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING ANALYSES OF BEHAVIOR ITEMS
Our initial intention had "been to discover behavior dimensions by
using multidimensional scaling techniques. Our first attempt used INDSCAL
analysis, which makes the assumption that the relationships were being
rated on the same dimensions of behaviors, but that each relationship
would be weighted differently on that dimension. Our design for Study I
was too large for the program in our computor library; therefore, we only
analyzed the data from Study II. The output for the two-dimensional
solution for the older raters is shown in Figure i. Dimension 1 is not
clearly interpretable ; Dimension 2 is an intimacy dimension, showing that
negative behaviors are likely to co-occur along with other expressions of
intimacy. This two-dimensional solution accounts for 38£ of the variance,
while the one-dimensional solution accounted for 2^% and the three-
dimensional solution for ^7%»
Since the output from INDSCAL was not especially illuminating, we
thought perhaps our assumption was wrong and that raters were actually
using different behavior dimensions for each relationship. Wechanged to
a different technique, MDSCAL, which makes the assumption that different
dimensions are used. Four relationships were analyzed—the female-male
relationship at each contact level. The two-dimensional solutions are
shown in Figures ii through v.
Each of these configurations is fairly similar to the INDSCAL
solution. Dimension 1 is not clearly interpretable, but Dimension 2 is
one of intimacy, similar to that in the INDSCAL solution. The behaviors
at one end of the second dimension—"slap or hit 0," "nag 0," "give up
87
friends 0 doesn't like," and so on-are behaviors which hay. * sharp
gradient of increase across the degrees of contact-they are quite unlikely
for casual and good friends and become more likely for close friends and
married pairs. The behaviors at the other end of the dimension are more
likfely to occur in superficial relationships.
Our conclusion after these efforts to understand behavior through
a multidimensional technique is that these methods are better for testing
theory than for inductive analyses.
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Figure it Two dimensions of behavior that emerged from INDSCAL analysis of
the older raters' judgments of 14 relationships. Study II.
Table i
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Relationship Weights on Behavior Dimensions
Study IIOld raters:
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Figure ii; The first two dimensions of behavior that emerged from a MDSCAL
analysis of the young raters' judgments of a casual feaale-aale relationship .
Table ii
Casual Aequ^iutancesf Feaale-Jfele
Item weights on "behavior dimensions
' (Young raters: Study II
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Figure iiit The first two dimensions of behavior that emerged from a MDSCAL
analysis of the young raters 1 judgments of a flood Female-Male friendship.
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Figure ivj The first two dimensions of behavior that emerged from a MDSCAL
analysis of the young raters* 1 judgmentsof a Close Fenale-Male Relationship ,
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Table v
Married Pair: J^^22£
Item weights on behavior dimensions
(Young raters: Study II
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